Van Doren Speaks Tomorrow
To English Group In Kresge

The New England College English Association will hold its annual fall meeting tomorrow in Kresge Auditorium, and it will be the group's first meeting at MIT, a leader among technological institutions in broadening and extending required and optional programs in the humanities.

Plan Lounge Repair For Nov. Completion

Mr. William McCubbin, the office of the Director of General Services, stated recently that Talbot Lounge would probably be reopened before Thanksgiving.

The lounge, situated in East Campus, was ruined by fire at about five o'clock on the morning of the 15th of this month.

Mr. Richard Rose, who was one of the architects who planned the restoration, is in charge of the redecoration. He is considering equipping the walls, though plastering one of the walls is also under consideration. No final decision has been reached. The furniture will probably be of the same type as was in the lounge before the fire.

Mr. R. Colin Maclaurin, Director of General Services, said that no estimate of the cost of redecoration has been made yet. "The Lounge will be open by Thanksgiving," he said, and added, "we hope."
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(Continued from page 1) search, he added, can come close to predicting the effects of a bomb blast.

Should another nation decide to test a bomb, after the U.S. has handled its tests, says Weinstein, we could detect, by comparison to atmospheric or other means, any blast greater in size than the Hiroshima bomb. This is in contrast to the statement by Harold Stassen, Secretary of the Atomic Energy Commission several weeks ago, that nations could conceal their blasts from the rest of the world.

Since, says Dr. Weinstein, even in the event that the U.S. handled a bomb test, it is highly unlikely that any one of the present research staff in this country would come forward with a plan to keep the nation ready to resume tests if other nations did not follow our lead. In a two-year period, he said, we could put our research program about two months behind.
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